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 Rethinking the "Logic" of
 Deterrence

 Michael C. Williams*

 Nuclear strategy is a field of knowledge. It is sometimes all too easy
 to forget that it grew up in the context of an urgent need to know and
 to understand the meaning and implications of the "absolute weapon."1
 As a field of knowledge it also constitutes a particular discourse, which
 may itself be analyzed in order to show how it is constituted as a claim
 about the nature of reality, and as a particular way of understanding
 that meaning and attempting to come to terms with those implications.

 In this article, I show how the concept of deterrence has been
 constructed and deployed within the dominant modes of US thinking
 about nuclear strategy. I develop an analysis of the foundations of that
 thinking and examine the principles that underlie the claims and
 counterclaims about what deterrence is. It is only through such an analysis
 that it is possible to understand the structure of these debates and how
 they have come to dominate contemporary thinking about strategy and
 security. Drawing upon the insights offered by some forms of dialectical
 philosophy, I demonstrate how the epistemological foundations of
 deterrence theory have resulted in considerable confusion about what
 deterrence is.

 In the context of the restructuring of security relations in the post-
 Cold War world, these issues possess considerable theoretical and practical
 significance. Theoretically, this analysis provides a necessary clearing
 ground for thinking about security - ground previously dominated by
 the assumptions and theoretical routines expressed by claims about
 deterrence. Practically, this theoretical clarity is also a necessary prelude
 to any attempt to confront creatively the multiple challenges of security
 in the late twentieth century, for the contemporary imagination of future
 security is severely constrained by the legacy of past conceptions.2

 The idea of "deterrence" dominates discussions of strategy and security,
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 68 Rethinking the "Logic" of Deterrence

 whether in introductory treatments in textbooks or in sophisticated
 theoretical and policy analyses. Yet, despite its ubiquity, deterrence has
 remained an "essentially contested concept."3 There is little disagreement
 among strategists about the status of deterrence as the preeminent concern
 of nuclear strategy, but unity on this point stands in marked contrast
 to the extreme diversity of views on what deterrence is in a concrete
 or practical sense. As Colin Gray has argued: "Deterrence is not a
 controversial concept, everyone is for it, just as everyone is for peace
 and security. Nonetheless, notwithstanding the noncontroversial status
 of the concept, it is a fact that rival theories of deterrence (what deters
 whom, and from doing what) underlie contemporary debate over targeting
 doctrine and individual weapons systems."4

 The attempt to understand the impact of nuclear weapons on the
 supposed verities of traditional strategy has now provided the subject
 matter for several generations of strategists. Yet, in examining the history
 of attempts to come to terms with strategy in the nuclear age, one is
 struck not so much by the progressive improvement of understanding
 but rather by the extraordinary continuity - indeed circularity - of the
 debates. Arguments continually repeat themselves. The technologies of
 nuclear destruction and the variety of capabilities for its achievement
 seem to expand and change at a dizzying pace, yet the same conceptual
 frameworks continually confront one another as two opposing schools
 of thought engaged in continual debate over the nature and history
 of nuclear deterrence. Whether this division is portrayed as being between
 theorists of "use" or "denial" versus those of "retaliation," or of MAD
 versus NUTS, or of "warfighting" versus "assured destruction," these
 two poles consistently define the debate over nuclear strategy.5

 The view that deterrence is at the heart of nuclear strategy is largely
 unquestioned, but the question of what deterrence in the nuclear age
 is, by contrast, is highly contested.6 Viewed from this perspective, the
 debates in strategy may be seen as contests over the claim to know about
 strategy in the nuclear age. To understand nuclear strategy and to know
 what deterrence is, is to know how it should be put into practice and
 to know what policies (strategies, narrowly defined) should be adopted.
 But how, in fact, do we know what deterrence is? The need to know

 is all too evident, but its corollary - the claim to know - receives
 surprisingly little sustained attention in strategic studies. The claim to
 know about nuclear strategy is everywhere; the explanation of how we
 know, the foundation upon which the claim to know rests, is more obscure.

 Questions about what deterrence is must necessarily open up an entire
 range of issues and analyses that inform our thinking about deterrence
 but rarely become exposed for critical appraisal. The failure to ask them
 is among the most important failings of contemporary strategic analysis.
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 This is especially important because once they are asked, it immediately
 becomes clear that despite the diversity of apparent claims about
 deterrence, most are guided by a common conception of how it is that
 we know. Indeed, there exists in the study of deterrence a remarkable
 consensus about what knowledge is and the process through which it
 is to be acquired. This common epistemological foundation forms, in
 reference to international political economy, what Roger Tooze has called
 an "unwritten preface" - a shared epistemological stance toward how we
 know, which underlies the more obvious disputes concerning the claim
 to know.7 The very ways in which we think about contemporary strategy
 and security are rooted in the dynamics of the claim to know what
 deterrence is.

 The "Unwritten Preface" of Deterrence Theory

 The neorealist foundations of strategic studies seem to be beyond debate.
 Despite Colin Gray's well-known disagreements with much of the field,
 few would disagree with his judgment in this respect. "Strategists," he
 says, "may be termed and should acknowledge that they are, without
 apologies, neo-realists." While they must appreciate and take into account
 the criticisms of classical realism that have engendered the prefix "neo,"
 he continues, the fundamentals of strategists' assumptions "are those
 which form the conceptual bedrock (or sand, in the appreciation of many
 theorists of international relations) of the writings of E. H. Carr, Nicholas
 Spykman and Hans Morgenthau."8

 Neorealism does not claim simply to represent a body of opinion
 regarding international relations. On the contrary, it claims to ground
 and justify its analyses in strict opposition to the vicissitudes of opinion
 and subjective interpretation. Neorealism is not simply a claim about
 the nature of international relations, but a claim to know: specifically,
 a "scientific" claim to know, objectively, the reality of international
 relations.

 The importance of the desire to separate objective truth from subjective
 opinion in neorealist thinking cannot be underestimated.9 Whatever
 differences or distinctions may exist between competing theories of
 nuclear strategy, they are united by their participation in this conception
 of reality and knowledge. The emphasis on differences within con-
 temporary strategy has tended to mask this commonality, a common-
 ality that both makes possible and gives meaning to that differentiation,
 and without which it is effectively impossible to make sense of the
 controversies over the nature of deterrence in the modern age.

 This underlying unanimity, the common subtext of the neorealist theory
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 of international relations and the discipline of strategic studies grounded
 in that theory, is to be found in a particular conception of knowledge.10
 Whether in its "traditionalist" inductive form, or its avowedly "scientific"
 deductive guise, theories of international relations remain united in a
 series of fundamental dualisms between subject and object, knower and
 known.11 Specifically, it is characterized by the form of empiricism
 commonly known as analytic-empiricism, logical-empiricism, or logical-
 positivism.12

 In this conception, knowledge is divided between its synthetic and
 analytic components.13 The structure of the claim to know has two aspects.
 The first lies in the adequacy of its representation of the facts of ex-
 perience; the second in the logical coherence of its theoretical constructs
 themselves. It is in this second aspect that the role of philosophy becomes
 central in epistemology. The key to this objective judgment lies in the
 realm of theoretical logic. It is not simply empirical adequacy that provides
 the grounds of judgment of logical-empiricist theories; in the conceptual
 realm it is the analytic logical consistency of the theoretical constructs
 that provides the criteria of judgment14

 It is within the context of this theoretical framework that the debates

 in strategy must be seen, for it is within the context of these demands -
 these criteria of the adequacy of claims to know about deterrence -
 that its debates take place. Empirical correspondence to a supposedly
 objective world of facts, an instrumental conception of language as a
 neutral medium through which those facts may be conveyed, and the
 logical adequacy of the theory that purports to explain the facts provide
 the foundational categories - shared categories - of what it is to know,
 which unite the neorealist theory of international relations in general
 and the discipline of strategic studies in particular.

 In epistemological terms, this means that the social sciences must treat
 the phenomena under consideration as objects, and must develop
 theoretical constructs that allow us to understand these objective facts.
 Neorealist theory is thus presented with a dual challenge. First, the
 accurate apprehension of the "objects" of international relations; and
 second, the adequate theorization of this objective reality. The first of
 these challenges is resolved through the postulation of states as rational
 actors. The theoretical assumption of the state-as-actor model and the
 endowment of this actor with a universal, instrumental form of rationality
 provide the epistemological foundation for the claims to knowledge.15

 Through the theoretical mediation of rational self-interest and a unitary
 state-as-actor, the subjective actions of states are rendered objective.
 Neorealism thus constructs a "science" of international politics, which
 claims to have discovered the eternal nature and objective operation
 of the world system. This system operates, as it were, in a self-perpetuating,
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 feedback-controlled manner. Not only is it claimed that international
 politics itself is based upon instrumental reason, but its analysis also
 follows its dictates. In practice, this allows reason to become synonymous
 with calculation and a universally applicable strategic/instrumental
 rationality. In terms of theory it allows for the same exclusion of value
 and universality of instrumental calculation, which makes possible a
 positivistic analysis of international relations and which allows neorealism
 to lay claim to the title of "objective science."

 But the rendering objective of subjective actions hardly solves all the
 theoretical dilemmas of deterrence theory. There remains the prominent
 problem of empirical evidence. A central difficulty of deterrence theory,
 it is often pointed out, lies in the fact that it is impossible to decide
 empirically which theories represent truth or error because, thankfully,
 we lack the experiential evidence that an objectivist theory requires.16

 The lack of synthetic or empirical sources of judgment (evidence)
 has a vitally important, but little understood or commented upon, set
 of implications for the empiricist study of deterrence. Its result is that,
 given agreement on the facts of the strategic situation - weapons systems,
 numbers, capabilities, or (most basically) even the simple existence of
 nuclear weapons - and the acceptance of the neorealist "security
 dilemma" (in which states defined as instrumentally rational actors find
 themselves) as the condition of statecraft, the essence of strategic debate
 becomes the logical consistency and adequacy of the abstract
 formulations - concepts - that constitute nuclear strategy itself. The
 consistency of conceptual positions, and their adequacy in terms of
 analytic logic become the essence of strategic debate. The debates in
 strategy, no matter how empirically they are presented, are thus
 fundamentally and inevitably abstract conceptual debates. They are
 debates over the nature and meaning of the concepts that comprise
 nuclear strategy.

 Strategy becomes a purely rationalist enterprise seeking the objective
 nature of its central concept: nuclear deterrence. How is truth to be
 distinguished from error? The answer lies in the appeal to the second
 element of the analytic empiricist theory of knowledge: the tenets of
 analytic logic. The issue may be settled through conceptual analysis and
 the critical demonstration of contradiction - error - in one position or
 the other.

 This second, less often discussed, element in the objectivist conception
 of knowledge is of particular importance. Grounded in classic analytic
 logic, analytic empiricism centers around three essential tenets: the law
 of noncontradiction, the principle of the excluded middle, and the
 conception of truth as identity. These become the touchstones of truth
 in both thought and reality. Contradiction becomes the sign of error,
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 truth a simple identity, and knowledge the identity of a concept with
 its object.

 In analytic logic, what is true is that which is identical with itself,
 and by definition, therefore, eternally true and unchanging. Cor-
 respondingly, contradiction is the sign of error, and between two
 contradictory positions there can be no middle ground (the principle
 of the excluded middle). The epistemological and the ontological are
 thus fused in objectivist thought.17

 Considered from the position of epistemology, this ontological
 foundation has numerous implications. First, it underlies, or provides
 the philosophic foundation of, objectivism's search for universal laws -
 the search for truth as identity, which it considers the very definition
 of knowledge.18 The epistemological stress on the search for unchanging
 laws governing objective reality is sustained by a deeper ontological claim
 concerning the nature of reality itself.

 Second, it underlies not only the positive side of the objectivist search
 for knowledge, but also its negative element: it not only informs
 objectivism as to what knowledge is but also what it is not; and what
 knowledge is not - in other words, what defines error - is contradiction.
 The role of analytic logic in epistemology is to provide the criteria of
 the truth of judgment. Claims to truth (both as concepts themselves and
 as statements about reality to which they supposedly refer) must conform
 to the tenets of analytic logic. Identity and its irreducible opposite,
 contradiction, provide the grounds of knowledge. A statement or
 proposition that is true is that which is identical with its object (the
 correspondence theory of truth) and identical with itself (logically
 noncontradictory) .

 To state the point another way: An object, correctly understood, can
 be understood in only one way. It cannot be contradictory, for this would
 mean that it was self-contradictory, not itself, and therefore not an object.
 A concept, similarly, must be true in itself: it must meet the criteria
 of analytic logical consistency. A concept or theory cannot be
 contradictory, for contradiction represents error. Because in objectivist
 thought concepts or theories refer only to objects of experience, the
 goal is an identity between the representation and its object - a
 "mirroring" or a total correspondence between concepts and theoretical
 constructs and observed empirical reality. This identity, once achieved,
 is knowledge.

 To reiterate, an object cannot be both one thing and another. A concept,
 similarly, cannot mean both one thing and another. Both objects and
 concepts must be either one thing or the other. It is a question for enquiry,
 both logical and empirical, to determine, in contested cases, which
 alterative theory is correct. But there can be no doubt that for knowledge
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 to exist such an answer must be possible. The goal is to grasp, in concepts
 and then in theories - and to convey this knowledge through the neutral
 medium of language - the nature of the reality that exists outside these
 theories and of which they are accurate representations.

 To fail on either of these counts is the definition of error - a failure

 to meet the criteria of truth as identity - a criteria that nevertheless
 remains as the definition toward which knowledge must aspire. Analytic
 logic thus provides both the negative grounds of judgment (the ability
 to detect and expose error) as well as the positive grounds (truth as
 identity), which makes such a process possible and provides the grounds
 for thinking and knowing.

 By these criteria, theories are to be judged; and it is just these tenets
 that underlie the contemporary debates about deterrence. They represent
 the unwritten preface that structures deterrence theory and comprises
 the conceptual framework within which the debates over what deterrence
 is take place. This analytic strategy structures the debates over the strategy
 of deterrence. In this abstract conceptual battle, the weapons employed
 are the supposedly truth ensuring tenets of analytic logic. The way in
 which error may be identified and exposed - and deterrence thus
 adequately defined and strategized - is through the demonstration that
 a definition and strategy are logically self-contradictory.

 The Logic of Deterrence

 The most common forms of explanation regarding the apparent
 confusions in strategy center around the claim that it is not the concept
 of deterrence that is itself somehow at fault, but rather the incorrect
 comprehension by many strategists of its logic and meaning. These
 analyses stress the need for linguistic and analytic clarity regarding the
 nature of deterrence itself. If this clarity is maintained, the conflicts
 over deterrent strategies will disappear and we will achieve the
 understanding necessary to achieve the desired goal.

 In the theoretical framework of deterrence theory, the rational
 individual who is both the subject and object of inquiry, who is both
 the locus of knowledge and its arbiter, is faced with the task of
 understanding deterrence. In other words, the logic of deterrence is to
 be determined through the logical analysis of rational state action in
 a condition of nuclear weapons.19 The core conceptual dispute revolves
 around the credibility of the rational threat to use the weapons in order
 to achieve deterrence and yet not bring about the annihilation they are
 supposed to prevent.

 Glenn Snyder's analysis of this logic remains, for many, paradigmatic.
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 For Snyder, the essential theoretical issue in strategy is the relationship
 between the concepts of deterrence and defense. This distinction, which
 has always been central to strategy, is essentially temporal. He formulates
 it as follows:

 The central theoretical problem in the field of national security policy
 is to clarify and distinguish between the two central concepts of deterrence
 and defense. Essentially, deterrence means discouraging the enemy from
 taking military action by posing for him a cost and risk outweighing
 his prospective gain. Defense means reducing our own prospective costs
 and risks in the event deterrence fails. Deterrence works on the enemy's
 intentions', the deterrent value of military forces is their effect in reducing
 the likelihood of enemy military moves. Defense reduces the enemy's
 capability to damage or deprive us; the defense value of military force
 is their effect in mitigating the adverse consequences of enemy moves,
 whether such consequences are counted as loss of territory or war
 damage.20

 Putting the issue apparently more simply, Snyder argues, "Perhaps the
 crucial difference between deterrence and defense is that deterrence

 is primarily a peacetime objective, while defense is a wartime value."21
 In the past, this distinction, although important, was not of such crucial
 strategic significance. Then, deterrence and defense formed a continuum
 through time ranging from the ability of a state's defensive strength to
 deter an attack, through the possible (eventual) testing of that strength
 in actual defensive action.

 It is only with the advent of the nuclear age that the relationship
 between deterrence and defense has been fundamentally altered. The
 two concepts have now become severed and - to a large extent - opposed.
 As Snyder puts it: "The need to choose between deterrence and defense
 is largely the result of the development of nuclear and thermonuclear
 weapons and long-range airpower." And it is this division that represents
 "the most striking difference between nuclear and pre-nuclear strategy:
 the partial separation of the functions of pre-attack deterrence and post-
 attack defense, and the possibility that deterrence may be accomplished
 by weapons which have no rational use for defense should deterrence
 fail."22

 This new situation requires the introduction of a second conceptual
 bifurcation, this time within the concept of deterrence itself. This is
 the distinction between deterrence by denial and deterrence by retaliation
 or punishment. Specifically, Snyder argues, "It is useful to distinguish
 between deterrence which results from the capacity to deny territorial
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 gains to the enemy, and deterrence by the threat and capacity to inflict
 nuclear punishment."23

 This distinction dominates conceptual discussion of the logic of
 deterrence. In this vein Barry Buzan, in his recent introductory text
 on strategic studies, argues:

 One of the principle sources of confusion - and therefore of dispute -
 in the debates about deterrence arises from the relationship between
 defence and deterrence. . . . This difference has major implications for
 what is meant by the term deterrence. It has both definitional and
 political roots, and one needs to have a very clear understanding of
 it before trying to tackle the intricacies of the deterrence literature.24

 Similarly, in his analysis of "What's New and What's True" in strategic
 theory, Robert Jervis claims that debates in strategy "become garbled
 unless we maintain the conceptual clarity provided by the distinctions
 between deterrence by denial and deterrence by punishment"25

 The relationship between deterrence by denial or defense and
 deterrence by retaliation or punishment thus provides the conceptual
 fulcrum of the attempt to understand the logic of deterrence. Adopting
 these conceptual divisions, strategists have sought to clarify the nature
 of the concept, and through this to determine how deterrence should
 be put into practice. Yet this foundation has generated two different
 analyses of what is rational and thus logical in this situation. The problem
 lies in the question of credibility.

 In the theory of deterrence by retaliation, nuclear weapons and the
 capacity to deliver them seem to yield the possibility that deterrence
 may be achieved without the need to actually confront and deny the
 attacker victory in combat. The concept of deterrence here has as its
 content the threat of retaliation. The mutual possession of an assured
 retaliatory capability, and the dread that this engenders, is held to be
 the inescapable reality of strategy in the nuclear age and the foundation
 of deterrence. In this formulation, which traces its intellectual roots to
 the early work of Bernard Brodie in The Absolute Weapon and finds its
 strongest contemporary in advocates of assured destruction and
 existential deterrence, the threat of overwhelming punishment by
 retaliation will provide defense. The very idea of the use of nuclear
 weapons in a situation of mutually assured retaliation is illogical. To
 launch an attack against an adversary who possessed this capability would
 be patently irrational. There would be no possibility of successfully
 defeating that adversary without bringing about a devastating retaliation
 that the attacker would be powerless to prevent. Because any use of
 these weapons would be irrational, deterrence is the inevitable, logical
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 (rational) outcome of the objective reality of a world containing nuclear
 weapons.26

 For the other dominant conception of strategy in the nuclear age,
 the mere possession of a secure second-strike capability is not enough
 to secure deterrence. Although generally agreeing that such a capability
 is necessary, it argues that a conception of deterrence as retaliation suffers
 from an inherent and debilitating paradox. Frequently referred to as
 the "stability-instability" paradox, it is, for those who identify deterrence
 with denial, the fundamental problem of a strategy of retaliation. If the
 use of nuclear weapons is irrational, it is asked, then, how can one
 rationally threaten their use in order to deter an equally rational
 opponent? In order to deter, therefore, it is logically necessary to be
 able to defend - to be able to actually fight and even win a war in order
 to both ensure deterrence and avoid the debilitating irrationality of the
 stability-instability paradox.

 Defining themselves in opposition to those who hold that the essence
 of the concept of deterrence is retaliation, the strategists of denial argue
 that it is precisely the mutual possession of the capacity to retaliate that
 provides the problem of deterrence in the nuclear age rather than its
 solution. The question of the credibility of the threat to unleash mutual
 annihilation and thus, obviously, national suicide is caught in a self-
 defeating paradox. It cannot be adequate.

 A classic representative of this form of thinking is found in B. H.
 Lidell-Hart's antinomical analysis of the question, Deterrence or Defence,
 in which he argues, "There is an urgent need of a better kind of deterrent
 that does not impale us on the horns of the dilemma 'Suicide or Surrender.'
 It must be a more workable kind of deterrent - one that could be put
 into operation as a defence, against anything less than all-out attack.
 The better it is as a defence, in a non-suicidal way, the surer it promises
 to be as a deterrent"27

 The division of deterrence and defense engendered by the
 identification of deterrence with retaliation is a fundamental error. The

 solution to this problem is to identify deterrence with the actual ability
 to actively defend, that is, to use military power - and most particularly
 nuclear weapons - in a defensive or denial capacity. Deterrence depends
 on the capacity to actively deny an opponent victory. The rejection of
 deterrence as retaliation leads with logical necessity to the adoption of
 a strategy of credible nuclear use as the essence of deterrence. Only
 a credible strategy for fighting a war, as opposed to the annihilatory
 response of deterrence by retaliation, can provide deterrence.

 This definition, which sees defense as inseparable from deterrence,
 has in turn consistently come under assault by theorists of retaliation.
 Their countercriticisms center around two charges. First, in its attempt
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 to redefine deterrence as the ability to actively defend, the strategy of
 denial generates its own paradox. It entails a return to the classic paradox
 of strategy "if you want peace, prepare for war," but in the potentially
 apocalyptic context of nuclear war. The very willingness to defend, it
 is held, implies a willingness to fight, and thus encourages an opponent
 to think not only that a war might be possible to fight but even to
 win. In seeking to identify deterrence with defense, it is argued, denial
 theorists remove the threat of mass destruction that would prevent them
 in the first place.

 This logic occasionally, and embarrassingly, emerges in some
 conceptual discussions of deterrence as denial. A clear example is
 provided by Malcolm Hoag, who in arguing (negatively) against the
 contradictory definition of deterrence as retaliation and in favor of a
 counterforce strategy is led to the apparently peculiar conclusion that
 in the nuclear era to defend is to deter. Yet, this is a conclusion that
 even Hoag himself seems to find difficulty in believing, to say nothing
 of justifying. "Such a policy," he argues, "suffers from the political defect,
 but analytic virtue, of explicit bizarreness."28 Explicit bizarreness would
 seem to be a peculiar attribute to consider as an "analytic virtue," but
 it is precisely such a stance that must be adopted by those who take
 the conceptual logic of their argument to its conclusion.

 The second and related objection revolves around the consistent
 inability of denial theorists to develop a convincing argument that it
 is in fact possible to fight the kind of war they argue is necessary for
 deterrence. Although more historically variable than the charge of logical
 inconsistency, these criticisms have tended to revolve around the questions
 of stability, escalation, and control. In each of these areas, it is argued,
 denial theorists have been unable to provide adequate answers to such
 challenges.29

 As a result of these charges, the advocates of a strategy and definition
 of deterrence as retaliation are led to assert that the conception of
 deterrence as denial is inadequate and that such inadequacy by extension
 validates their own analysis. But this, of course, is not a conclusion that
 can be accepted by the theorists of denial, emerging as it does from
 the very retaliatory conception they believe to be - and that they feel
 has been shown to be - fundamentally misguided and itself inadequate.

 We are thus presented with two different conceptions and definitions
 of the logic of deterrence. In the nuclear age, deterrence appears to
 have two meanings. The first identifies it with a strategy of retaliation
 or punishment; the second with a strategy of defense or denial. Each
 of the positions claims that it is the other that has misunderstood the
 essential logic of nuclear strategy. Strategic thinking seems to revolve
 around a continual regeneration of essentially the same set of concepts
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 and conflicts. Claims to "rethink" strategy abound, but those that go
 beyond these fundamental conceptual conflicts are rare indeed. Anthony
 Kenny's summary of the debates over nuclear deterrence provides a fitting
 conclusion to this logical controversy:

 Behind each alteration in the strategic plans of the West over recent
 decades has been a desire to couple the possession of nuclear weapons
 with a credible threat to use them. Proponents of limited nuclear warfare
 say that there is a gaping hole in the strategy of MAD: it depends
 on issuing threats which the United States would never dare to
 implement Critics of the policy of limited nuclear war-fighting say that
 it rests on a premise which hardly anyone in responsibility believes,
 that nuclear war, once begun, could be strictly controlled. The critics
 on both sides are right.30

 Thinking about the logic of strategy and deterrence has thus come
 to resemble a closed circle. No sooner has the question been resolved
 by one form of analysis than it is claimed to be resolved in a completely
 contradictory way by another. The peculiar sense of indeterminacy and
 circularity characterizing debates in nuclear strategy and the palpable
 sense of frustration the participants in these debates feel toward one
 another emerge from precisely this situation.

 To the frustration of those who issue them, the calls for linguistic
 and analytic clarity seem consistently frustrated in the discipline of
 strategic studies. Despite the challenges to strategists to develop such
 clarity and rigor, and despite the universal acceptance and carrying out
 of such exhortations, the desired clarity seems consistently elusive. Each
 individual who issues such a proclamation inevitably proceeds to carry
 it out and to demonstrate for all who care to understand the essential

 truth of the concept of deterrence and the doctrines and strategies that
 follow logically from such an analysis. Yet unity continues to elude the
 discipline. Unanimity on the goal and unanimity on the need for clarity
 and rigor continually fail to achieve the desired end. No sooner has
 one analyst issued the challenge and carried it out than another accepts
 it and reaches conclusions apparently directly at odds with the first. Both
 positions readily assent to the need, but each charges that the other
 has violated its dictates.

 Deterrence theory thus continues to revolve in an apparently
 irresolvable circularity. Rather than being characterized by the sort of
 clarity central to analytic-empiricism, it is dominated by acrimony, dispute,
 and division. Despite the snared foundation concerning how it is that
 deterrence may be known, an understanding of what deterrence is remains
 continually elusive.
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 It is this theoretical situation - either an adherence to a consistently
 unrealizable theory of what deterrence is in terms of a logical-empiricist
 conception of knowledge, or a de facto and yet confused renunciation
 ofthat theory in favor of an untenable concept of paradox - that structures
 contemporary strategic thinking. It underlies the constant discord and
 dispute so characteristic of the discipline.

 We can neither understand nor move beyond this contradictory situation
 so long as we accept the way in which it is presented by its protagonists.
 To do so is to inevitably end in either the acceptance of one or the
 other of their competing claims, or to fall silent in the face of their
 mutual misunderstanding. To look for an answer to the question of
 deterrence within the categories and concepts as they are presented in
 those debates is, in other words, to be caught within their own difficulties.

 Deterrence: A Dialectical Approach

 In a dialectical conception, all knowledge is conceptually constructed.
 There is no such thing as "objective" knowledge. We can speak neither
 of pure objects, for all objects are conceptually constructed, nor of pure
 concepts, for concepts have content only in relation to objects of
 perception. It is therefore with the analysis of the concepts through which
 we interpret reality that a dialectical approach begins.31

 Dialectics argues that no concept is a pure unity, and that to think
 so is to remain in complete abstraction. Furthermore, it has argued -
 ever since Kant - that an objectivist conception of knowledge must
 inevitably fall into contradiction once its concepts leave the realm of
 pure abstraction and attempt to be related to concrete reality. Any concept,
 once considered concretely, generates its negation. Its negation is more
 than simply its opposite, for to see negation as pure opposition would
 be to make the error of analytic thought: to regard all things as dualistically
 defined, as instances where it must be either one or the other.

 In a dialectical perspective the two poles (or "moments") into which
 any particular given (concept or object) divides are not self-sufficient
 dualistically opposed positions. Rather, they are contradictory moments
 united within the whole that is their totality. Moreover, their contradiction
 is dynamic - it provides a source of movement, of change, in the concept
 itself. In other words, this tension necessarily generates the creation
 of a new concept (the famous "third term" in the dialectical triad), which
 both retains the two contradictory moments within itself and yet overcomes
 their dualistic opposition.

 It is important to be clear about what is at stake here. First and foremost
 is the argument that any concept, concretely thought at all, breeds its
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 negation. Second, if the relationship between these two moments is seen
 as a dualistically defined case of two intrinsically opposed concepts in
 which the choice is one of either/or, then a fatal circle of logical
 contradiction from which there is no escape is the inevitable result. If,
 on the other hand, one continues to see the positive and negative
 (logically, not judgmentally, defined) as two moments within the greater
 whole, that is, as elements within a whole that is itself contradictory,
 it then becomes possible to see their relationship as one of dynamic
 tension leading to their own supercession and transformation.

 A concept initially appears as a pure unity, but it can remain so only
 so long as it remains purely abstract. As soon as an effort is made to
 think of the concept concretely, it appears to descend into contradictory
 poles. Now, as noted earlier, for dialectics this tells us something about
 the nature of thought and reality. But for analytic thought such a view
 of contradiction is abhorrent, and it calls for the removal of the
 contradiction and a return to pure conceptual unity.

 From a dialectical perspective, this represents both the theoretical
 process and the fundamental error of analytic thought. Its primary result
 is the attempt by each pole in the now bifurcated concept to claim that
 it provides a noncontradictory unity and thus meets the requirements
 of the analytic theory of knowledge. The difficulty is that these two
 concepts are now contradictory mirror images of one another. Whereas
 for dialectics they are contradictory poles (moments) within the conceptual
 whole, in analytic thought each presents itself as the whole: as a self-
 subsistent noncontradictory unity.

 A dialectical approach is not a "method" in the conventional sense.
 Rather, it emerges from a process of reflection upon the systematic
 confusion into which analytic thought falls. It is not analytic logic per
 se that is at fault here. The principle of contradiction is a necessary
 element of thought. It is when we cease to remember that analytic logic
 is a principle of thought, of the human interpretation of reality, and
 mistake it as constituting the principles of objective reality in itself that
 the error emerges.32

 Viewed dialectically, it is the necessity of a return to conceptual unity,
 and the corresponding claim of each moment within the concepito provide
 that unity, that is misleading. The two positions do not represent two
 opposing unities, each consistent within themselves. Rather, they represent
 the two contradictory moments within the conceptual whole; a whole
 that itself, when it ceases to be purely abstract, is constituted by this
 contradiction. To use the idea of abstract unity as the definition of truth
 is thus to be condemned to futile repetition. Each moment within the
 conceptual whole represents the negation of the other: each draws its
 force from an ability to reveal the contradictions between the abstract
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 ideal of the concept proposed and the concrete reality of the other's
 attempted embodiment of that concept. Neither position can stand on
 its own; they are dependent upon one another for their very existence.

 What emerges in this situation is not a debate between two intrinsically
 viable concepts, but a circular process of contradiction in which each
 position defines itself in opposition to its supposed opposite. What is
 important to realize, a dialectical interpretation claims, is that these
 positions are not opposing unities in the analytic sense, although that
 is what they both attempt and claim to be. They are, rather, opposing
 moments within the contradictory whole that emerges as soon as a concept
 ceases to be purely abstract - a whole that they define and that gives
 them meaning.

 The Dialectic of Deterrence

 The foundation of thinking about nuclear strategy in the categories of
 analytic thought predisposes it to a series of assumptions concerning
 the nature of truth and reality. Foremost among these, at least for our
 purposes here, is the desire - indeed, the conceptual necessity - to
 construct noncontradictory conceptual unities. That which is contradic-
 tory is, by definition, in need of supercession and replacement by a
 conceptual understanding that meets the strictures of the analytic theory
 of knowledge.

 Nuclear deterrence appears, on first consideration at a purely abstract
 level, to be a simple and compelling concept. Given their apocalyptic
 power, such weapons can be useful only as a deterrent; any other use
 would be virtually unthinkable. At this level of consideration, this
 conclusion seems inescapable, and few would seek to disagree. Abstractly,
 therefore, the defining concept of nuclear strategy appears compelling,
 transparently evident, and elegantly simple. It is difficult to imagine how
 it could become a source of confusion or debate.

 The difficulty emerges when the concept of deterrence leaves the realm
 of the abstract, enters the temporal realm of practice, and attempts to
 become concretely embodied as policy. The question of precisely how
 nuclear weapons provide deterrence, and thus security, emerges. It is
 in consideration of this question - the concrete embodiment of the
 abstract concept - that the dialectical contradiction in the concept of
 nuclear deterrence becomes manifest. This is not, as it is so often portrayed
 in contemporary strategy, a problem of technique or of instrumental
 embodiment. On the contrary, it represents the concretization of an
 abstract concept and thus reflects the nature of the concept itself.

 The claim of strategists that the concept of deterrence is the
 noncontroversial foundation of nuclear strategy, and that it is the matter
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 of technique that is the subject of dispute, is erroneous. The concept
 is not noncontroversial: it is only so as pure abstraction. The concrete
 concept of deterrence is the source of debate.

 Ultimately, the ability to make the concept of nuclear deterrence
 concrete rests upon the possibility of the use of nuclear weapons. The
 bomb, despite its frequently iconic status, possesses no intrinsic power
 in itself; it only possesses what power it does through the dread which
 it causes, and that feeling of dread - the basis of deterrence - is
 inextricably related to the possibility of the use of that weapon. It is
 disingenuous to claim that the mere existence of nuclear weapons
 somehow in itself produces this effect. A nuclear weapon that, for some
 reason, simply could not be used would not represent even the most
 broad definition of a threat and a consequent feeling of terror. The
 "usefulness" of the bomb as a deterrent is, therefore, inextricably related
 to its use. And herein lies the problem: the difficulty of deterrence theory
 has been to render credible that use, and thus the threat of use, which
 would secure the viability of nuclear deterrence.

 At this point the seemingly simple and unified concept breeds two
 different and apparently opposing conceptions of its embodiment. This
 conceptual dialectic, this separation, is manifested in the breakdown
 of nuclear strategy into the two competing schools of thought that have
 consistently defined the discipline. From abstract unity the concept
 appears to have generated contradiction. But rather than this development
 being viewed as a reflection of the nature of the concept itself, it is
 interpreted dualistically through the medium of analytic logic. The conflict
 is portrayed dualistically as a dispute between the two opposing
 conceptions. But it is here that the defining problematic of deterrence
 theory emerges, for within this logical and argumentative structure of
 deterrence theory each position has proven to be capable of
 demonstrating the contradiction that lies at the heart of the opposing
 conception. Each contradictory position attempts to reestablish itself as
 the correct concrete embodiment of the abstract and noncontradictory
 concept called "nuclear deterrence."

 The first position in this attempt, embodied historically in a continuous
 thread from its initial formulation in the early work of Bernard Brodie,
 through the evolution of MAD, and often presently identified with the
 theory of existential deterrence, holds that deterrence is defense. From
 this perspective, deterrence and defense are both united: deterrence
 by definition is defense, the mere existence of nuclear weaponry - given
 a secure retaliatory capability - provides for defense.

 The theory of deterrence as retaliation does not in this sense see
 itself as opposed to defense. It argues that retaliation is defense and
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 that the logic of nuclear deterrence has united these concepts in such
 a way that it overcomes their opposition. It is this conceptual unity that
 it opposes to traditional analyses of this relationship: defense as it has
 traditionally been conceived (that is, as the ability to fight and win a
 war) is seen as weakening or threatening the new deterrent capability
 that is held to provide defense in the nuclear world.

 But the claim that deterrence as retaliation is defense confronts a

 fundamental contradiction. The most evident manifestation of this

 difficulty is the credibility of that use itself. How can it be considered
 credible to threaten something that, under the "stable" conditions of
 secure second-strike deterrence, would lead inevitably to one's own
 destruction? The very stability held to be the key to security in the nuclear
 age ends up contradicting the credibility of the threat necessary for
 deterrence to function.

 This essential contradiction in the retaliatory identification of
 deterrence and defense finds its most extreme expression in the problem
 of extended deterrence. Extended deterrence cannot be considered an

 analytically distinct form of deterrence theory. On the contrary, it is
 the point - the borderline, both conceptually and concretely - at which
 the contradictions in deterrence theory are most apparent and extreme.33

 And it is here that its contradictions reveal themselves most clearly.
 For here the problem of precisely how nuclear weapons are supposed
 to deter and provide security becomes concrete. Simply put, the question
 becomes precisely how nuclear weapons are going to provide security
 if they are challenged.

 This problem is most extreme at the "periphery." The most obvious
 historical example, of course, revolves around the credibility of the US
 "nuclear guarantee" to defend Western Europe when doing so would
 inevitably (or at least very probably) entail virtual suicide at the hands
 of the Soviet Union's secure retaliatory capability. If the threat is not
 credible, then how can the claim that deterrence and defense are a
 unity be maintained?

 Rather than providing stable security, a strategy of retaliation appears
 now either to provide no security at all because it lacks the credibility
 to prevent anything but an all-out assault, or, conversely, it seems to
 be an invitation to suicide because its only possible response is mutual
 annihilation. In either case, the simple unity that characterized the initial
 abstract formulation of deterrence theory seems irreparably divided and
 its viability destroyed. The unproblematic unity of the abstract initial
 formulation of deterrence as retaliation, when made concrete, seems
 to divide against itself and contradict its very formulation and foundation.
 It is forced to move in the direction of concepts such as flexible response -
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 concepts that place it within the logic of the position to which it stands
 opposed: military denial.

 The second position, usually considered the diametrical opposite of
 the first, can also - in its fundamental principles - be traced historically
 from its early formulation as the critique of massive retaliation through
 the doctrines of counterforce/no cities, to the formulations of the third

 wave of counterforce strategists. It, too, asserts that deterrence and defense
 comprise a unity. But here defense is seen as the key. Nuclear weapons
 do not by their mere being bring security; it is the ability to use these
 weapons in a conflict situation that provides deterrence. Once again,
 the opposition of deterrence and defense is held to be a (perhaps fatal)
 misunderstanding. Deterrence and defense are not oppositional, but are
 conceptually unified - to deter it is necessary to be able to defend.

 This conceptual reversal of the relationship between deterrence and
 defense is itself, however, fraught with contradictions. It must, on the
 one hand, confront the charge that the willingness and ability to defend
 does not actively subvert deterrence through its removal of the threat
 of the overwhelming damage that underlies it. Put simply, does not the
 willingness and ability to fight a war make the fighting of that war once
 again plausible, and thereby undermine the very deterrence it claims
 to uphold? On the other hand, it has also to be able to argue convincingly
 that such a commitment to fight will not result in the very apocalypse
 it seeks to avoid. The very possibility of fighting and containing a nuclear
 war remains a central difficulty.

 Of course, none of these arguments are at all new. Indeed, the
 fundamental contradictions in the formulations of each position
 consistently provide the other with the content of its critique in the
 debates over deterrence. In the seemingly ceaseless debates between
 the proponents of deterrence as punishment and deterrence as denial,
 each side tries to rescue the concept of deterrence from the apparent
 contradiction of its opponent's conceptualization. Yet neither is able to
 answer adequately the fundamental criticisms of the other; each remains
 incapable of an adequate response in terms of its own conceptualization
 of deterrence. But rather than admitting this to be the case, each responds
 negatively, pointing out the irresolvable contradictions within the other,
 and on this basis claiming vindication for its own stance.

 To put this a different way, each position or doctrine is able to effectively
 criticize (to negate and reveal the contradictions within) the arguments
 of its opponent. But it is unable to effectively ground its own position,
 and thus falls prey to the same form of assault. The structure of debate
 becomes purely negative: each theory attempts to prove its superiority
 by demonstrating the contradictions inherent in the conception of
 deterrence held by its opponent. Yet, because each remains open to
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 the same tactic, what emerges is a purely circular argument. Debate is
 characterized by dogmatism (at the intellectual, not necessarily personal,
 level) and contradictory circularity as each position dogmatically refuses
 to acknowledge the strengths of its opponent's charges of contradiction,
 and in turn levels such charges in response.

 Ultimately, each position comes to argue that deterrence can remain
 abstract: it can somehow be achieved separately from the need to actually
 (credibly) employ the means. In other words, we can separate the
 achievement of deterrence from the concrete capacity upon which it
 is supposed to be based: the very use of those weapons. This
 argumentative tactic is employed by each position in the debate, but
 it is the tactic that neither will allow to the other.

 The abstract concept of deterrence is empty; it is only when the concept
 is given content that it has meaning. Each position in the debates over
 deterrence attempts to think the concept determinately, to give it content.
 But it is in this very process - the attempt to show themselves as the
 concept of deterrence and as its concrete content - that their own
 contradictions emerge. To say that to deny is to deter seems absurd.
 To say that to threaten annihilation that one could not afford to carry
 out is to deter is equally absurd.

 Each of these positions can thus be maintained only abstractly. When
 they are asked "What do you mean that to deny, or retaliate, is to deter?"
 their confusions become apparent. Only by holding deterrence abstractly
 can they claim that they are a means to it, but when they are forced
 to make their means concrete (or, what is the same thing, to make their
 conception of deterrence concrete), their stances become contradictory.

 When the contradiction of identifying a determinate content with an
 abstract concept becomes revealed, then each retreats to the abstract:
 it declares itself simply a means to embodying the abstract concept of
 deterrence. That is, to repeat, the concept of deterrence and the means
 to achieving it can somehow be separated, and deterrence can be
 abstractly achieved through means that can also be abstract in the sense
 that they will never be forced to become concrete (to be used).

 But this simply starts the process over again. To separate the concept
 of deterrence from the means of concretely achieving it is to leave the
 argument open to the demand that its means be made concrete (to
 make those means the concrete content of the concept) and in so doing
 the process of reversal begins once more. The concept of deterrence
 must either be left abstract and contentless, or either of its embodiments
 must dogmatically deny the contradictory nature of its attempt to make
 it concrete. The concept of deterrence must remain empty, a timeless
 abstraction, if it is to escape the charge of contradiction leveled against
 it as soon as it enters the temporal realm of practice.
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 In this debate each side requires the other to give itself meaning.
 On its own, as a definition of deterrence, it is contradictory; only by
 defining itself in opposition to a conception of deterrence that it is
 capable of demonstrating is itself contradictory - and thus in error -
 can it (negatively) maintain its definition. Deterrence must thus remain
 an abstract concept, an empty definition, or a purely formal definition,
 or it must be given content in either of two apparently contradictory
 ways. Because the concept cannot have two meanings, it must either
 remain abstract (devoid of content and meaning) or be reduced to
 (identified with) one meaning (content) or the other. In this oppositional
 relation each position always forces the other to become concrete;
 therefore, it is always able to reveal the contradictions within it, but in
 so doing it merely brings the same fate upon itself. The two are forever
 caught in a circular logic of pure contradiction. To appeal to deterrence
 as if it were a self-subsistent, coherent concept is therefore to be
 consistently misled.

 The key issue here is that the two positions that dominate such debates
 are not two opposing conceptions of deterrence in themselves, although
 this is how they both see and represent themselves. Rather, they are
 each manifestations of the contradiction that is the concept of nuclear
 deterrence itself. They are two poles within a contradictory whole. It
 is not that one form of strategy or the other has failed to grasp the
 true nature of deterrence and its place in contemporary strategy. Nor
 is it that we have simply failed to create the appropriate weapons systems
 that would allow such a coherent strategy to be implemented. The point
 is that such a strategy cannot be created. The very concept strategists
 have sought to embody is itself a contradiction.

 It is the logical - seen as practical - objective necessity of saving
 deterrence from its incorrect, inadequate, and thus dangerous formulation
 and practical implementation that drives the theory through its logical
 reversals and counterreversals. This is not some external force, but a
 result of the very categories of thought and analysis consciously - though
 not self-consciously enough - adopted by strategists themselves.

 Once within this logic, there is no escape so long as one remains
 within its categorical parameters. A fatal logic of contradiction comes
 to dominate, and superiority becomes a matter of rhetorical and political
 power. The circle itself becomes closed, excluding (or forcing into its
 own terms) all ideas except those that fall within its dualistic framework,
 and committing all who enter into the logic of its analysis to argue within
 its seemingly unavoidable and inexorable contradictions.

 This contradictory logic also lies at the heart of the frequent declaration
 of deterrence as paradoxical. The apparently insoluble contradictions
 into which deterrence theory falls present those who recognize this
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 contradiction and yet maintain an objectivist stance with a difficult
 problem. If they recognize and do not want to fall into the circular
 logic of contradiction that characterizes deterrence theory, they must
 adopt another conceptual stance. And because in analytic thought
 contradiction is the symbol of error, contradiction can be identified only
 as paradox, that is, as a statement of the existence of a contradiction
 that can go no further than the identification and recognition of its
 existence. To be perfectly clear: a paradox can simply be identified and
 stated - that is as far as analytic thought can take the concept of paradox.
 It may be recognized but not understood. An objective paradox is
 fundamentally a category of incomprehensibility. It is the recognition
 of a situation that makes no sense in terms of the logic through which
 analytic empiricism attempts to make sense of the world.

 The concept of paradox, formulated within the tradition of analytic
 logic, cannot help us. It stands confused before an objective reality of
 which it can make no sense. Its strength lies in its ability to recognize
 the contradiction that it confronts and in its refusal to dogmatically deny
 this contradiction, but it is unable to comprehend the paradox itself.
 The identification of a paradox merely replicates rather than solves the
 problem.

 Strategy and Forgetting

 Thinking about strategy in general, and about deterrence in particular,
 tends to follow a pattern of what Hegel - in a misleadingly simple term -
 called "forgetting." Each generation of strategists, however measured,
 seeks to "remember" for the discipline the truths of the past that it has,
 inevitably to its peril, somehow forgotten.

 The lessons, as we have seen, are always different. Yet the forgetting
 is always the same. How is this? It is not due to a simple lack of historical
 erudition on the part of strategists. Histories of strategy abound, and
 most extended discussions briefly analyze or at the very least make
 reference to the evolution of strategic theory. Conceptual analyses are
 even more profuse. Willful neglect or carelessness is not the problem.

 The forgetting of history in the debates over deterrence must be
 understood as the outcome of the dialectical structure of those debates

 themselves. The process of forgetting and remembering is grounded in
 the logic of the search for the objective truth of deterrence itself. Forgetting
 is always done by the opposing position, and remembering is always
 at its expense. Who forgets, who remembers, and what is forgotten or
 remembered, depend once again on who is doing the telling.34 The logic
 of contradiction remains compelling, always available, and always
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 irrefutable and irresolvable at the same time. The search for the objective
 truth of nuclear strategy continues within an endless pattern of loss
 and recovery, forgetting and remembering.

 But there is a form of forgetting in strategic theory that encompasses
 and goes beyond the positions taken by each side in this dualistic debate.
 This is the mutual forgetting through which both sides refuse to recognize
 (remember) the incoherence that is the totality of their past(s). The charges
 of opposing misunderstanding serve to shade from view and place beyond
 recognition the possibility that the very fact that these charges are mutual
 and seemingly irresolvable contains a deeper insight, which itself needs
 to be forgotten.

 The forgetting is recognized, but only oppositionally, never self-
 reflectively. The ontological foundations of strategic thinking - that there
 must be a noncontradictory solution, determinable through the
 conceptual logic of strategy itself, which will provide an objective
 understanding of the truth of nuclear strategy - drive each side continually
 forward.

 The inability of the other side to recognize truth and error, and the
 continuing confusion and conflict within the discipline, cannot be seen
 to emerge from the logic itself: it is supposed to be the source of the
 solution, not part of the problem. The only solution, therefore, must
 lie in the incorrect understanding of this logic and the concomitant,
 if puzzling, tendency to forget the demonstrated errors of one's ways.
 The charge of forgetting, and in the same moment the ability to forget
 oneself, is made both necessary and possible by this deep ontological
 commitment.

 The attempt to transform strategy, and the concept of deterrence that
 is at its center, into an object subsumable under a logical-empiricist
 conception of knowledge has resulted not in the creation of secure
 objective knowledge but in its precise opposite. Thinking about strategy
 and security has been reduced to a series of incomprehensible paradoxes
 or apparently irresolvable antinomies from which it seems unable to
 escape. That which has so often claimed to be realistic is in fact a closed
 abstract system of idealism. In theoretical terms, it is incapable of meeting
 its own epistemological criteria. Moreover, it is incapable of even
 recognizing the sources of its own inability to do so; it is incapable
 of critical self-reflection upon its own confusion.

 In terms of concrete political practices, the confusion runs equally
 deep. The theory remains locked into antithetical conceptions of the
 correct nature of these practices and yet also locks the realm of possible
 practices firmly within their bounds. Theory and practice share the same
 dynamic: they are locked into a fatal circularity of contradiction in which
 both theoretical reflection and practical action share the same fate: an
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 inability to ground themselves within the framework from which they
 emerge and an inability to step outside it. The conception within which
 practice is theorized leads directly back into itself. The realism of the
 theory of nuclear deterrence, to reiterate, is in fact a form of abstract
 idealism.

 So long as deterrence continues to be regarded as an object, or
 understood within its own logic - in sum, as something we can understood
 in itself, objectively, through objectivist epistemology or analytic logic -
 it is not possible to move beyond this situation. Deterrence theory is
 left in a continual series of antinomies, paradoxes, and frustrations that
 it not only cannot escape, but cannot even understand.

 To see the object itself as in error is impossible, or error is
 incomprehensible. However, once we recognize that it is not the object
 of nuclear deterrence that is itself paradoxical or contradictory, but rather
 the ways in which we have conceptually constructed it - the very problem
 of considering it as an object - which is the source of our confusion,
 we can move beyond it. To understand the source of confusion as
 subjective, to be able to recognize the error of the dualisms through
 which we have constructed our problem, is the starting point for renewed
 thinking and understanding. The particular circularity, and to some extent
 futility, characteristic of theoretical debates in strategic studies does not,
 therefore, emerge inevitably from the "objective" nature of strategy in
 the nuclear age but rather from a particular way of thinking about that
 reality and the impact of such conceptions on its creation.

 The recognition of the fatalistic logic of deterrence theory is a necessary
 first step in the attempt to develop new and creative approaches to the
 problems of peace and security in the nuclear age. It provides the
 conditions of possibility for thinking beyond the apparently insoluble
 antinomies of the theory of deterrence, and as such may provide also
 the thinking space necessary to confront more adequately these
 challenges.

 Notes

 For comments and criticisms on the ideas contained in this article I would

 like to thank Paul Evans, Asher Horowitz, Bradley Klein, Keith Krause, and
 R. B.J.Walker.

 1. Consider, for example, Fred Kaplan's account of Bernard Brodie's initial
 reaction to the news of the first atomic attack on Hiroshima: "Brodie read just
 two paragraphs of the story that followed, looked up for a few seconds, turned
 to his wife and said, 'Everything that I have written is obsolete.' " Fred Kaplan,
 The Wizards of Armageddon (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1983), pp. 9-10.
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 2. On this theme, see Ken Booth, "Steps Toward Stable Peace in Europe:
 A Theory and Practice of Coexistence," International Affairs 66:2 (1990).

 3. On the idea of essentially contested concepts, see W. B. Game, Essentially
 Contested Concepts," in Max Black, ed., The Importance of Language (Englewood
 Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1962), pp. 121-146; and William Connolly, The Terms
 of Political Discourse, 2nd ed. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1983).

 4. Colin Gray, Nuclear Strategy and National Style (Lanham, Md.: Hamilton,
 1986), p. 97. His attitude is again singularly representative of the attitude of
 the field as a whole. "There is," he writes, "a softness, an indeterminacy, at
 the center of American strategic policy discussion. Fundamental questions have
 not been settled. This author admits to some puzzlement as to why this should
 be so." Colin Gray, Strategic Studies: A Critical Assessment (Westport, Conn.:
 Greenwood, 1984), p. 41. For similar discussions, see William Baugh, The Politics
 of Nuclear Balance (London: Longman, 1984), pp. 36-37; and Donald Snow, Nuclear
 Strategy in a Dynamic World (Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1984), p.
 46.

 5. This, for example, seems to be the guiding theme of Gregg Herken's
 excellent history of the development of nuclear strategy. See Gregg Herken,
 Counsels of War (New York: Knopf, 1985). In a number of analyses this dichotomy
 is held to reflect a fundamental dilemma or, in conceptual terms, paradox at
 the heart of US strategy. Analyses of the history of nuclear strategy couched
 explicitly in these erms include Robert Osgoode, The Dilemma of American Nuclear
 Strategy (Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, 1988); and Richard Smoke, National
 Security and the Nuclear Dilemma (Reading, Mass.: Addison- Wesley, 1984). Also
 representative is Michael W. Kanzelberger, "American Nuclear Strategy: A
 Selective Analytic Survey of Threat Concepts for Deterrence and Compellance,"
 RAND Corporation Study N-1238-AF, Santa Monica, Calif., September, 1979.

 6. Virtually every discussion of strategy attempts some, usually brief, definition
 of "deterrence." For more extended discussions, see Bernard Brodie, "The
 Anatomy of Deterrence," in Bernard Brodie, Strategy in the Missile Age (Princeton,
 N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1965); Phil Williams, "Nuclear Deterrence," in
 J. Baylis et al., eds., Contemporary Strategy, Vol. 1: Theories and Concepts (New York:
 Holmes & Meier, 1987); and J. O'Connell, "What Is Deterrence?" in M. R. Dando
 and B. Newman, eds., Nuclear Deterrence: Implications and Policy Options for the
 1980s (Tunbridge Wells, Eng.: Castle House Press, 1982).

 7. Roger Tooze, "The Unwritten Preface: International Political Economy
 and Epistemology," Millennium: Journal of International Studies 17:2 (Summer 1988).

 8. Colin Gray, Strategic Studies and Public Policy: The American Experience
 (Lexington: University of Kentucky Press, 1982), p. 188. The all too easy conflation
 of these thinkers into a unified "realist tradition is itself highly problematic
 and misleading." In this regard, Robert Cox's distinctions between the positions
 of Carr and Morgenthau are especially important; see Robert Cox, "Social Forces,
 States and World Orders: Beyond International Relations Theory," Millennium:
 Journal of International Studies 10:2 (1981). Morgenthau's own sense of the
 distinction is clearly apparent in his review of Carr's Twenty Years Crisis (London:
 Macmillan, 1946); see H. Morgenthau, "Surrender to the Immanence of Power:
 E. H. Carr," reprinted in Morgenthau, Politics in the Twentidh Century Vol. 3:
 The Restoration of American Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962),
 pp. 36-43. The entire theme of the creation of the realist tradition has been
 effectively dealt with in R. B. J. Walker, "The Prince and The Pauper': Tradition,
 Modernity and Practice in the Theory of International Relations," in J. Der
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 Derian and M. Shapiro, eds., International/Intertextual Relations: Boundaries of
 Knowledge and Practice in World Politics (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1989).

 9. In what remains in many ways the classic treatment, Hans Morgenthau
 included it*in the first of six principles of political realism, arguing that:

 Realism believing as it does in the objectivity of the laws of politics,
 must also believe in the possiblity of developing a rational theory that
 reflects, however imperfectly and one-sidedly, these objective laws. It
 believes also, then, in the possiblity of distinguishing in politics between
 truth and opinion - between what is true objectively and rationally,
 supported by evidence and illuminated by evidence and illuminated
 by reason, and what is only a subjective judgement, divorced from the
 facts as they are and informed by prejudice and wishful thinking.

 See Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations, 5th ed. (New York: Knopf, 1973),
 p. 4.

 10. The theoretical foundations of the neorealist theory of international
 relations is simply too large an issue to be entered into in this context Recent
 treatments of its relation to this epistemological heritage include David Campbell,
 "Recent Changes in Social Theory: Implications for International Relations,"
 and Jim George, "The Study of International Relations and the Positivist/
 Empiricist Theory of Knowledge: Implications for the Australian Discipline."
 Both may be found in R. Higgot, ed., New Directions in International Relations?:
 Australian Perspectives (Canberra: Australian National University, 1989).

 Treatments of this conception of the social sciences include Richard Bernstein,
 The Restructuring of Sodai and Political Theory (Philadephia: University of
 Pennsylvania Press, 1976); Richard Bernstein, Beyond Objectivism and Relativism
 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983); Ernst Cassirer, The
 Philosophy of the Enlightenment (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1979);
 and, especially, David Kolb, The Critique of Pare Modernity (Chicago: University
 of Chicago Press, 1988).

 11. See R. B. J. Walker, "Political Theory and the Transformation of World
 Politics," (World Order Studies Program, Occasional Paper no. 8, Princeton
 University, 1980), pp. 31-32.

 12. For an excellent historical review of the development of empiricism in
 its myriad forms, see John Passmore, A Hundred Years of Philosophy (London:
 Penguin, 1984). A comprehensive review of logical positivism is found in A.
 J. Ayer, Logical Positivism (Glencoe, III: Free Press, 1959). See also Bernard Williams
 and Alan Montefiore, eds., British Analytic Philosophy (London: Routledge and
 Keegan Paul, 1966).

 13. On this theme, see Hayward Alker, Dialectical Logics for the Political Sciences
 (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 1982), pp. 67-68; also useful is Richard Rorty, Philosophy and
 the Mirror of Nature (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1979), p. 3.

 14. The acceptance of this logical-empiricist model of knowledge in the study
 of international relations is so widespread that it rarely receives sustained
 discussion, an absence even more apparent in strategic studies. An example
 of its continuing dominance in strategic studies was, however, provided in a
 1985 issue of International Studies Quarterly 29:2 (1985) seeking to present a
 "theoretical debate" regarding the foundations of "knowing" about international
 conflict. What is striking about the articles in this debate, presented by Bruce
 Bueno de Mesquita, Stephen Krasner, and Robert Jervis, is not the divergence
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 of their views but their extraordinary unity on the question of how it is that
 we know. Steven Krasner's application of Kuhnian themes to this question
 represents, it should be noted, something of an exception to this, but he fails
 to pursue the logical implications of this stance to any significant extent.

 15. This is too large a theme to be dealt with here; however, two sources
 in this history of ideas are invaluable in this context. For a succinct treatment,
 see Albert O. Hirschman, The Passions and the Interests (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
 University Press, 1977). More extensive isj. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment
 (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1975).

 Despite the difficulty in identifying Morgenthau's epistemological views, this
 could scarcely be more clearly stated than in his first two principles of political
 realism. See note 9, pp. 4-8. The classic analogy here, of course, is the use
 of Rousseau's parable of the stag hunt in Kenneth Waltz, Man, the State and
 War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1959). Although the idiom differs
 in Waltz's Theory of International Politics (Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1979),
 the essential position remains unaltered.

 16. On this theme, see Phillip Lawrence, "Nuclear Strategy and Political Theory:
 A Critical Assessment," Review of International Studies (February 1985); and Phillip
 Lawrence, "Strategy, the State and the Weberian Legacy," Review of International
 Studies (April 1987).

 17. The classic expression of these tenets is to be found in Aristotle's Metaphysics.
 The relationship between logic and knowledge, and especially the dialectical
 critique of analytic logic within which my analysis is located, is a complex and
 difficult issue. For excellent general treatments, see Kolb, Critique of Pure Modernity
 (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1988), chs. 3-5; and Charles Taylor, Hegel
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975), Part 3. For a detailed and often
 highly provocative reading, especially of the Greeks, see Brayton Polka, The
 Dialectic of Biblical Critique (New York: St. Martin's, 1988); and Brayton Polka,
 Truth and Interpretation (New York: St. Martin's, 1990).

 18. For an exploration, see Ernst Cassirer, "Galileo's Platonism," in M. F. Ashley
 Montague, ed., Studies and Essays Offered in Homage to George Sarton (New York:
 H. Schuman, 1946).

 19. The most well-known and comprehensive critical treatment of deterrence
 theory along the lines of the rational-actor model remains Phillip Green's Deadly
 Logic: The Theory of Nuclear Deterrence (Columbus: Ohio State University Press,
 1966). Much of Green's critique is highly effective, but it is rather narrowly
 constructed around the game-theoretic constructions of the time. It fails to
 consider fully the question of the claim to know and its specific impact upon
 deterrence theory. See also Stephen Maxwell, "Rationality in Deterrence," IISS
 Adelphi Paper no. 50, London, 1968.

 20. Glenn Snyder, "Deterrence and Defense," in R. Art and K. Waltz, eds.,
 The Use of Force (Lanham, Md.: University Press of America, 1983), p. 123.

 21. Ibid., p. 124.
 22. Ibid., p. 128.
 23. Ibid., p. 133.
 24. Barry Buzan, An Introduction to Strategic Studies (London: Macmillan/IISS,

 1987), p. 135.
 25. Robert Jervis, "Strategic Theory: What's New and What's True," in R.

 Kolkowicz, ed., The Logic of Nuclear Terror (Boston: Allen & Unwin, 1987), p.
 50.
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 26. For a clear expression of this argument, see Robert Jervis, The Meaning
 of the Nuclear Revolution (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1989).

 27. B. H. Lidell-Hart, Deterrence or Defence (London: Stevens & Sons, 1960).
 This analysis of the nature of strategy and deterrence also has a long list of
 proponents. In his Counsels of War (note 5), Gregg Herken has identified its
 first proponent, although perhaps not entirely convincingly, to be William Borden.
 Less ambiguously, it is clearly represented by a line of thinkers whose more
 familiar names would include Herman Kahn, Paul Nitze, Donald Brennan, and
 the so-called "third wave" of contemporary strategists, most notably Colin Gray.

 28. Malcolm Hoag, "On the Stability of Deterrent Races," in Morton Kaplan,
 ed., The Revolution in World Politics (New York: lohn Wiley, 1962), p. 404.

 29. The most comprehensive analysis along these lines is Robert Jervis, The
 Ilbgic of American Nuclear Strategy (Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1984).
 See also Rene Louis Beres, Mimicking Sisyphus: Americas Countervailing Nuclear
 Strategy (Lexington, Mass.: Lexington Books, 1983).

 30. Anthony Kenny, lhe Logic of Nuclear Deterrence (Chicago: University ot
 Chicago Press, 1985), p. 51. Among many possible examples of the way in which
 these claims to "rethink" strategy end up simply replicating the same categories,
 see Robert Powell, "The Theoretical Foundations of Strategic Nuclear
 Deterrence," Political Science Quarterly 100:1 (Spring 1985); and Steven Cimbala,
 Rethinking Nuclear Strategy (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resource, Inc., 1988).

 31. The founding texts in this tradition are Immanuel Kant, The Critique of
 Pure Reason, Norman Kemp Smith, trans. (Toronto: Macmillan, 1965); and G.
 W. F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit, A. V Millar, trans. (Oxford: Oxford
 University Press, 1977). The secondary literature is simply enormous. Accessible
 treatments on Hegel include H. Marcuse, Reason and Revolution (Atlantic
 Highlands, N.J.: Humanities Press, 1983); A. Kojeve, An Introduction to the Reading
 of Hegel (New York, 1969); M. Westphal, History and Truth in Hegels Phenomenology
 (Atlantic Highlands, N.J.: Humanities Press, 1983); Charles Taylor, Hegel
 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1975); Charles Taylor, Hegel and Modern
 Society (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979); and Scott Warren, The
 Emergence of Dialectical Theory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984).

 32. For an analysis attempting to link this Kantian position with the discipline
 of international relations, see Michael C. Williams, "Reason and Realpolitik:
 Kant's 'Critique of International Politics,'" Canadian Journal of Political Science
 (forthcoming; Spring 1992).

 33. It is a common error of deterrence theorists to regard these problems
 as logically distinct. See, for example, Alexander George and Richard Smoke,
 Deterrence in American Foreign Policy (New York: Columbia University Press, 1974),
 p. 49.

 34. Colin Gray's formulation is again typical. He asserts that Snyder's early
 analysis is fundamental and yet that it has been forgotten, a phenomenon that
 "illustrates yet again the merit in the proposition that knowledge can be vulgarized
 and even lost over time and therefore needs to be recovered and disseminated

 yet again." See Colin Gray, "Warfighting for Deterrence," in S. Cimbala, ed.,
 National Security Strategy: Choices and Issues (New York: Praeger, 1984), p. 193.
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